
Making the world a safer place to live, work & play 

BOWLINE
INTEGRATED INTELLIGENCE



Bowline protects public and private entities with its advanced 
state-of-the-art, integrated threat intelligence technologies that reduce 
security attacks - Making the world a safer place to live, work & play.

As a business leader you want to be confident that you’re providing a safe 
environment for employees and that your business reputation is always 
protected. We understand that you need to be able to focus on building a 
successful organisation that meaningfully contributes to the country’s 
economy and resources.

But criminals are smart and use cyber and physical tactics to cause 
disruption and steal valuable assets. Dealing with more than one security 
company is cumbersome and not always e�ective.
You need one provider with a high level intelligence system to look after 
your cyber & physical security needs, so that threats are quickly detected 
and attacks prevented.  
Our uniquely designed state-of-the-art Integrated Threat Intelligence 
solution picks up criminal activity in real time and stops it before it
happens. Our clients come from a range of high risk industry sectors and 
they trust our people and systems to keep their organisations safe. 

“Your reputation, assets and employees are 
in safe hands.”

“Criminals cause disruption, steal
valuable state & company assets.”
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HOW WE HELP MAKE THE WORLD SAFER

PHYSICAL

“At Bowline, we believe people have the right to work, play and live in a 
world without fear of physical and or financial attack. We make this 
possible by eliminating security threats.” 

Our integrated security approach includes consulting, execution &
management of all 3 types of threats: 

Preventing an attack is far more e�ective with early detection.
Our intelligence centre o�ers state-of-the-art technology with o�-site 
remote surveillance - there's nothing else like it in South Africa. It enables 
us to o�er an integrated security solution that deals with physical,
electronic and cyber security. Our 24/7/365 managed service means
we’ll know about a threat before you do. 

INTERNET OF THINGS(IOT) CYBER
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OUR INTEGRATED THREAT
INTELLIGENCE APPROACH 

EARLY DETECTION

REPORTING INTELLIGENCE

INFRASTRUCTURE

COMPLIANCE

TRAINING & ADVISORY

Hot Line Managed Service/Managed Service Desk 
24/7/365 services aimed at resolving business and or technical problems 
e.g. anti-fraud and corruption hotline or product support service desk. 

Security platform supply and installation
We supply, install, setup, configure and manage any security platform 
hardware and software including cabling for cameras, supply, installation 
and configuration of cameras and supply and setup of unmanned 
aircraft, eg. drones. 

POPIA Compliance 
We reduce the confusion and complexities around POPIA and help clients 
with compliance with a step-by-step guide. We improve processes, 
governance and risk mitigation. 

Security Risk Barometer Intelligence  
This guides internal teams to implement and manage best practises from 
around the world. Our software integrates into any platform and has a 
simple to understand GUI with on demand reporting. 
Training & Awareness 
Install, configure, implement, and manage any security related training 
program needed within an organisation. We have access to the world’s 
largest library of content which is continually updated and can integrate 
into an existing LMS.  

On the Ground, In the Air and Cyber Threat Intelligence  
A 24/7/365 remote service aimed at eliminating security threats and 
enabling clients to respond e�ectively before disasters happen, 
ensuring business continuity. We install, configure and provide remote 
managed services using our state-of-the-art Security Operations 
Centre.
Asset Tagging
We provide hardware and software that assists organisations to 
manage their physical assets better. A 5 year battery life, in-built 
sensors that turn on and o�, plus other added value features, like 
temperature monitoring and movement detection. 
Public Warning 
We use software that informs about danger and disasters and enables 
clients to respond e�ectively before disaster occurs. Such a service is 
imperative to maintain economic, social and environmental stability 
and protect the lives of the vulnerable. 
Counterintelligence Services 
We provide a service to protect against fake news, espionage,
sabotage etc. We manage the system remotely and provide on 
demand reporting.
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We are good STEWARDS. We take ownership of what our clients have 
entrusted us with.  

We stay CURIOUS. It's what inspires our continuous learning, improvement, 
creativity and innovation. 

We are ATTENTIVE. We pay close attention to what is happening around us 
so we can positively influence the outcome.  

We create great LASTING IMPRESSIONS that people will remember.

THE VALUES THAT FORM 
OUR DNA 
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Let us customize a holistic security solution that we execute and manage 
on your behalf. And the best part is that you won’t need to engage with any 
other security company. Our integrated approach means that we manage 
all security threats – cyber and physical. 

We invite you to schedule an appointment and start your journey to having 
peace of mind that your assets and employees are in safe hands.  

If you want to eliminate security risks in your organisation, get in touch 
today.  
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